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	Game apps are one of the most popular categories in the Apple iTunes App Store. Well, the introduction of the new Swift programming language will make game development even more appealing and easier to existing and future iOS app developers. In response, James Goodwill, Wesley Matlock and Apress introduce you to this book, Beginning Swift Games Development for iOS. In this book, you'll learn the fundamental elements of the new Swift language as applied to game development for iOS.


	In part 1, you'll start with a basic 2D game idea and build the game throughout the book introducing each SpriteKit topic as we add new functionality to the game. By the end of the book, you'll have experience with all the important SpriteKit topics and have a fully functional game as a result. In part 2 of this book, you'll learn 3D game development using Apple's SceneKit framework and the Swift programming language. And, you'll follow the same pattern we used for part 1.


	After reading and using this book, you'll have the skills and the code to build your first 2D and then 3D game app that you can run on any iOS enabled device and perhaps sell in the Apple iTunes App Store.


	What you’ll learn

	
		What is the Swift Programming Language
	
		How to apply it to iOS game development
	
		How to use SpriteKit with Swift
	
		How to use SceneKit with Swift
	
		How to build your first 2D game app using SpriteKit and Swift
	
		How to build 3D game from 2D using SceneKit and Swift



	Who this book is for


	This book is for iOS app developers new to Swift or for those thinking of doing iOS game app development for the very first time.
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Designing Storage Area Networks: A Practical Reference for Implementing Fibre Channel and IP SANs, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
Storage Area Networks (SANs) are now recognized as the  preferred solution for fulfilling institutions' and enterprises' critical  data-storage needs. Whether powered by Fibre Channel or TCP/IP and Gigabit  Ethernet technology, SANs far exceed the capabilities of traditional storage  access methods. SANs are quickly becoming the solution of choice...
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Information Security For The Little GuyIuniverse Inc, 2006


	Being secure in an insecure world is a tough nut to crack. There are so

	many ways that our personal information can be stolen and duplicated

	today it is a very serious situation and should be taken very seriously.





	From our surfing the Internet to just the simplicity of speaking on a

	cell phone to our friends can...
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Pro C# 2008 and the .NET 3.5 Platform, Fourth Edition (Pro Series)Apress, 2007

	Released at the Microsoft Tech-Ed conference in Atlanta, Georgia, back in 2001, the first edition of this book coincided with the beta .NET platform and, in many ways, the manuscript was in beta too. Its fresh approach won a place as a 2002 Jolt Award finalist, and it won the 2003 Referenceware Excellence Award in the programming book...
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Mastering Autodesk Inventor 2015 and Autodesk Inventor LT 2015: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	A comprehensive guide to Autodesk Inventor and Inventor LT


	This detailed reference and tutorial provides straightforward explanations, real-world examples, and practical tutorials that focus squarely on teaching Autodesk Inventor tips, tricks, and techniques. The book also includes a project at the beginning to help those...
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Sams Teach Yourself CSS in 24 Hours (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2006
Learning to apply CSS is the HTML Web publisher's next developmental step toward a professional and stable Web design. A prerequisite to learning higherlevel languages like Javascript, Java, and Flash, CSS is gaining increasing support among major browsers, including Netscape, Internet Explorer (together 94% market share) and newcomers Opera,...
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Free Culture: How Big Media Uses Technology and the Law to Lock Down Culture and Control CreativityPenguin Press, 2004

	A landmark manifesto about the genuine closing of the American mind.

	

	Lawrence Lessig could be called a cultural environmentalist. One of America's most original and influential public intellectuals, his focus is the social dimension of creativity: how creative work builds on the past and how society encourages or inhibits...
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